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Abstract
In previous work we demonstrated that the enlarged super-Poincare algebras which
underlie p-brane and D-brane actions in superstring theory can be directly de-
termined based on the integrability of supersymmetry transformations assigned to
fields appearing in Wess-Zumino terms. In that work we derived p-brane superal-
gebras for p = 2 and 3. Here we extend our previous results and give a compact
expression for superalgebras for all valid p.
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1 Introduction and Background
The actions for p-branes generalize the Green-Schwarz action [1] for superstrings from
a two dimensional worldvolume embedded into a background superspace to (p + 1)-
dimensional worldvolumes. In particular, they contain a Wess-Zumino term generaliz-
ing that for the superstring [2], whose presence is required to realize a local fermionic
symmetry (kappa symmetry) necessary to ensure worldvolume supersymmetry [3, 4, 5].
Suitable Wess-Zumino terms exist only when p-branes are embedded in superspaces with
spacetime dimensions D for which the supersymmetry invariant (p+ 2)-form3
h(p+2) = πa1 · · ·πap(dθ¯Γa1 · · ·Γapdθ) (1.1)
3We suppress all ∧ symbols when multiplying forms.
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is closed [6, 7]. Our conventions are that theD-dimensionalN = 1 supersymmetry algebra
is
{Qα, Qβ} = −2(CΓa)αβPa , (1.2)
and superspace coordinates transform as
δǫx
a = i(ǫ¯Γaθ) (1.3)
δǫθ
α = ǫα (1.4)
under supersymmetry transformations. The one-forms
πa = dxa − i(θ¯Γadθ), dθα (1.5)
are invariant under supersymmetry transformations.
The Wess-Zumino term in the p-brane action is constructed as the pull-back to the
worldvolume of a superspace form b(p+1) determined by
h(p+2) = db(p+1), (1.6)
consistent with the closure of h(p+2) and the triviality of the cohomology of flat superspace.
The form h(p+2) is non-vanishing only for values of p and spacetime dimension D for
which (CΓa1···ap)αβ is symmetric in its spinor indices, where Γa1···ap is an anti-symmetrized
product of D-dimensional gamma matrices (note that this vanishes for p > D). Closure
of h(p+2) requires the gamma matrix identities4
0 = (CΓa1)(αβ(CΓa1···ap)γδ) . (1.7)
Here, the round brackets on spinor indices denote symmetrisation5. The existence of these
identities places further restrictions on allowed values of p for a given spacetime dimension
D, and results in the “p-brane scan” [6], which is reproduced in Table 1 below. It turns
out that the closure of h(p+2) ensures equal numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of
freedom on the worldvolume [6], a necessary requirement for worldvolume supersymmetry.
The superspace form b(p+1) cannot be chosen to be invariant under supersymmetry
transformations [8], as a result of which the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian is quasi-invariant.
This leads to a modification of the algebra of Noether charges resulting in an enlarged su-
persymmetry algebra [9, 10]. Enlarged superalgebras were also encountered in approaches
4Due to the symmetry of (CΓa)αβ , for p = 1 this expression is equivalent to that which usually appears
in the literature where only thee of the four spinor indices are symmetrized.
5Note that our (anti)symmetrization of n indices carries a factor of 1/n!
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D p
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 X
4 X X
5 X
6 X X
7 X
8 X
9 X
10 X X
11 X
12
Table 1: The “p-brane scan” from [6]. The tick marks indicate the allowed values of p
and D in this paper.
that seek to construct a manifestly supersymmetric Wess-Zumino term [11] by postulating
a p-form A(p) whose supersymmetry transformations are determined by the requirement
that
F (p+1) = dA(p) − b(p+1) (1.8)
is invariant. The construction of A(p) requires the introduction of an enlarged superspace
related by the coset space construction to enlarged superalgebras similar to those appear-
ing in the enlarged algebra of Noether charges [11, 12, 13, 14]. Stated technically, h(p+2)
belongs to a trivial Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology class for the enlarged superspace.
In [15] and [16], we used an alternative approach to systematically determine the
expanded superalgebras associated with p-branes, namely by requiring integrability of
the supersymmetry transformations assigned to A(p) in solving the cohomology problem
h(p+2) = db(p+1), δǫb
(p+1) = dδǫA
(p). (1.9)
We were able to systematically derive the enlarged superalgebras that underly p-branes
for the cases p = 1, p = 2, p = 3, as well as the D-brane worldvolume one-form and the
M5 brane two-form. In this paper, we extend these results to all possible combinations
of p and D for which the form h(p+2) exists and is closed via the gamma matrix identity
(1.7), namely for the “p-brane scan” in Table 1.
The advantage of our approach is that it is systematic and allows derivation of the
most general superalgebras for all allowed values of p and D. Previously, the most com-
prehensive approach has been via free differential superalgebras [13, 17]. There, the
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numerical coefficients that appear in front of the terms on the right hand side of the
(anti)commutators are listed on a case-by-case basis with no general structure; here, we
are able to give an expression for these coefficients in closed form valid for all allowed
values of p. Quite surprisingly, they turn out to involve the Euler gamma function for
non-integer values of its argument.
The overall calculation presented here is notationally complicated and quite long. For
clarity we now summarise the major steps involved, around which we organise the layout
of this paper.
In Section 2 we outline the new notational devices that are required for handling
arbitrary p calculations. Section 3 details how we solve
h(p+2) = db(p+1) (1.10)
to find an expression for b(p+1) which involves a number of arbitrary ‘constants of integra-
tion’. In Section 4 we use our expression for b(p+1) and solve
δǫb
(p+1) = dδǫA
(p) (1.11)
to find an expression for δǫA
(p), which involves the introduction of more constants of
integration.
In Section 5 we compute [δǫ2, δǫ1 ]A
(p), the commutator of two supersymmetry transfor-
mations of A(p). We then use the result, along with the freedom provided by the constants
of integration, to generate an expression which is consistent with a (non-central) extension
of the supersymmetry algebra.
Section 6 details how we use the results of Section 5 to determine the entire algebra.
In Section 7 we collect together and display our final result: the extended supersymmetric
algebra for any p in which the gamma matrix identity (1.7) applies.
Using a coset construction, in Section 8 we use all of our previous results to determine
a manifestly supersymmetric expression for F (p+1) = dA(p) − b(p+1) in terms of Maurer-
Cartan forms on an extended superspace.
Finally, Section 9 contains some concluding comments.
2 Notation
To be able to handle the case of arbitrary p it will be convenient to introduce a number
of notational devices.
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Firstly, as seen in the definition of h(p+2), we will be required to manage products
involving an arbitrary number of forms. To this end we introduce the notation:
Ka := −i(θ¯Γadθ) , Ka1···ap := (θ¯Γa1···apdθ) , (2.1)
and the following shorthand for an ordered product of n−m+1 factors of any object LA
carrying some index A (Lorentz or spinor)
(LA)m→n := LAmLAm+1LAm+2 · · ·LAn−1LAn (2.2)
where n > m are both positive integers labeling the index of each factor. Furthermore,
in the case where n = m we define
(LA)m→m := LAm (2.3)
and in the case where n−m = −1 we define
(LA)m→m−1 := 1 . (2.4)
For clarity, some explicit examples of the usage of this device include:
(dxa)1→4 = dxa1dxa2dxa3dxa4 , (dθα)2→4 = dθα2dθα3dθα4 , (dxa)3→3 = dxa3 (2.5)
(dxa)6→5 = 1 , (Kb)3→5 = Kb3Kb4Kb5 = (−i)3(θ¯Γb3dθ)(θ¯Γb4dθ)(θ¯Γb5dθ) . (2.6)
Often we will find the need to (anti)symmetrize indices appearing in this new notation.
This will be achieved by invoking square or round brackets in the obvious way, as for
example:
(dx[a)1→3(Ka])4→5 = dx[a1dxa2dxa3Ka4Ka5] , θ(α1(dθα))2→4 = θ(α1dθα2dθα3dθα4). (2.7)
We also introduce the notation am→n as shorthand for a string of n−m+ 1 indexed
indices, used, for example, as follows:
Ka1→p = Ka1a2···ap−1ap , Kbcam→n = Kbcamam+1···an−1an (2.8)
with n > m positive integers. We also extend this notation to include the case where
n = m which indicates that there is just a single indexed index as follows
Kbcam→m = Kbcam . (2.9)
The case where n−m = −1 will indicate the absence of an index, for example
Kbcam→m−1d = Kbcd . (2.10)
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The need for and usage of these notational devices will become apparent as we proceed.
For later purposes we will also define
Maǫ := i(ǫ¯Γ
aθ), (2.11)
so that under a supersymmetry transformation with parameter ǫα we have
δǫx
a =Maǫ , δǫK
a = −dMaǫ . (2.12)
3 Computing b(p+1)
Using the notation introduced above we can express the p+ 2 form h(p+2) as
h(p+2) = πa1 · · ·πap(dθ¯Γa1 · · ·Γapdθ)
= (πa)1→pdKa1→p
= (dxa +Ka)1→pdKa1→p
=
p∑
n=0
p!
n!(p− n)!(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p , (3.1)
having used the binomial theorem after noting that Kbdxa = −dxaKb, the indices of
which are contracted with the anti-symmetrized product of gamma matrices.
To find an expression for b(p+1) we are required to solve (1.6). We achieve this by first
writing down the most general possible expression for b(p+1). This will be an arbitrary
linear combination – modulo any equivalent terms due to the gamma matrix identities
(1.7) – of all non-trivial p+ 1 forms constructed from factors of xa, dxa, Ka and dKa, all
of which are either contracted with a single factor of Ka1→p or a single factor of dKa1→p.
Noting that (1.7) implies
Ka1dKa1→p = −dKa1Ka1→p , (3.2)
then this most general expression for b(p+1) is
b(p+1) =
p∑
n=0
bn(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p +
p∑
n=1
cnx
a1(dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p (3.3)
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where b0, b1, . . . bp, c1, c2, . . . , cp is a collection of unknown constants. From this expression
it follows that
db(p+1) =
p∑
n=0
(−1)n(−1)p−n(p− n + 1)bn(dxa)1→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p
+
p∑
n=1
cndx
a1(dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p (3.4)
having exploited the identity (1.7) a number of times in the form of (3.2) and
dKa1dKa1→p = 0 . (3.5)
To facilitate a comparison with (3.1), we can write our result (3.4) as
db(p+1) =
p∑
n=0
(
cn + (−1)p(p− n + 1)bn
)
(dxa)1→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p , (3.6)
having collected all terms together under a single summation via the introduction of an
additional constant c0, which is in fact just zero.
A comparison of (3.6) and (3.1) now immediately shows that if our general expression
for b(p+1) is to provide us with a solution to (1.6), we require the coefficients bn and cn
satisfy
cn + (−1)p(p− n + 1)bn = p!
n!(p− n)! n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p . (3.7)
Since c0 = 0 we find that
b0 =
(−1)p
p+ 1
. (3.8)
Using the relations (3.7) to eliminate the constants cn, we conclude that
b(p+1) =
p∑
n=0
bn(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p +
p∑
n=1
cnx
a1(dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p (3.9)
with
c0 = 0 , cn =
p!
n!(p− n)! − (−1)
p(p− n+ 1)bn n = 0, 1, . . . , p . (3.10)
Thus, in solving for b(p+1), we find that the most general solution contains p arbitrary
‘constants of integration’ b1, b2, . . . bp. Note that a general expression for b
(p+1) was pro-
vided in [7]; however, the author required that the expression be spacetime translation
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invariant (i.e. no explicit xa dependence). Taking into account notational differences, our
result can be made to coincide with that in [7] by an appropriate choice of integration
constants. As noted in [18, 19], restriction to spacetime translation invariant expressions
results in enlarged superalgebras which are not the most general possible. In particular,
some fermionic generators are missed.
4 Computing δǫA
(p)
We now wish to find an expression for δǫA
(p) using
δǫb
(p+1) = dδǫA
(p) , (4.1)
where δǫ denotes a supersymmetry transformation with parameter ǫ
α.
With a little work, including a change of variables in some of the summations, it can
be shown that the supersymmetry transformation of expression (3.9) is given by6
δǫb
(p+1) =
p∑
n=1
(
nbn + (n− p− 1)bn−1
)
dMa1ǫ (dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p
+
p∑
n=2
(
(n− 1)cn + (n− p− 1)cn−1
)
xa1dMa2ǫ (dx
a)3→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p
+
p∑
n=0
bn(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→pδǫKa1→p +
p∑
n=1
cnM
a1
ǫ (dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p (4.2)
with Maǫ = i(ǫ¯Γ
aθ).
To find the p-form δǫA
(p) appearing in (4.1), we follow what is essentially the same
procedure that provided us with b(p+1) earlier. We begin by writing write down the most
general expression for δǫA
(p) modulo terms which are equivalent due to the gamma matrix
identities. This general expression is just an arbitrary linear combination of all possible
non-trivial p-forms, linear in ǫ, and constructed from either:
1. factors of xa, dxa, Ka and dKa, all contracted with a single factor of (ǫ¯Γa1→pθ);
2. factors of xa, dxa, Ka and dKa, all contracted with a single factor of (ǫ¯Γa1→pdθ);
6Throughout this paper it is to be understood that if the lower limit of a summation exceeds the
upper limit then that summation formally vanishes, making no contribution to the expression.
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3. factors of xa, dxa, Ka dKa and (ǫ¯Γaθ), all contracted with a single factor of Ka1→p
or dKa1→p ;
4. factors of xa, dxa, Ka, dKa and (ǫ¯Γadθ), all contracted with a single factor of Ka1→p
or dKa1→p .
Since the gamma matrix identities imply (3.2) and
(dθ¯Γapdθ)(ǫ¯Γa1→pθ) + (ǫ¯Γ
apθ)(dθ¯Γa1→pdθ) = 2(ǫ¯Γ
apdθ)(θ¯Γa1→pdθ)− 2(θ¯Γapdθ)(ǫ¯Γa1→pdθ) ,
(4.3)
it follows that the most general expression for δǫA
(p) is given by
δǫA
(p) =
p∑
n=0
en(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→p(ǫ¯Γa1→pθ)
+
p∑
n=1
fnx
a1(dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→p(ǫ¯Γa1→pdθ)
+
p−1∑
n=1
gnx
a1(dxa)2→n(ǫ¯Γan+1dθ)(Ka)n+2→pKa1→p
+
p−1∑
n=1
hnx
a1(dxa)2→n(ǫ¯Γan+1θ)(Ka)n+2→pdKa1→p
+
p−1∑
n=0
kn(dx
a)1→n(ǫ¯Γan+1θ)(Ka)n+2→pKa1→p (4.4)
where we have introduced the collection of unknown constants {en}pn=0, {fn}pn=1, {gn, hn}p−1n=1
and {kn}p−1n=0. Taking the exterior derivative of this yields
dδǫA
(p) =
p∑
n=1
(
2(−1)p(p− n+ 1)en−1 − ign−1 + i(−1)nkn−1
)
dMa1ǫ (dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p
+
p∑
n=2
(
(−1)p(p− n + 1)fn−1 + i(−1)p(p− n+ 1)gn−1 + i(−1)n−1hn−1
)
× xa1dMa2ǫ (dxa)3→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p
+
p∑
n=0
(
(−1)p(2p− 2n+ 1)en + fn)(dxa)1→n(Ka)n+1→pδǫKa1→p
+
p∑
n=1
(
(p− n+ 1)en−1 + i(−1)nhn−1 + i(−1)p+n+1(p− n + 1)kn−1
)
×Ma1ǫ (dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p
(4.5)
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where, to facilitate a direct comparison with (4.2), we have introduced the additional
constants f0 = g0 = h0 = 0. In deriving the above expression for dδǫA
(p) the gamma
matrix identity (1.7) has been used in the form of (4.3) and
(dθ¯Γapdθ)(ǫ¯Γa1→pdθ) = −(ǫ¯Γapdθ)(dθ¯Γa1→pdθ) . (4.6)
A comparison of (4.5) and (4.2) now immediately implies the following relationships
between the constants bn, en, fn, gn, hn and kn:
nbn + (n− p− 1)bn−1 = 2(−1)p(p− n + 1)en−1
− ign−1 + i(−1)nkn−1 n = 1, 2, . . . , p (4.7)
(n− 1)cn+(n− p− 1)cn−1 = (−1)p(p− n+ 1)fn−1
+ i(−1)p(p− n+ 1)gn−1 + i(−1)n−1hn−1 n = 2, 3, . . . , p (4.8)
bn = (−1)p
(
2p− 2n+ 1)en + fn n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p (4.9)
and
cn = (p− n + 1)en−1 + i(−1)nhn−1
+ i(−1)p+n+1(p− n+ 1)kn−1 n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , p (4.10)
Along with (3.10), a number of these relationships can be used to eliminate some of
the constants in favour of others, while the remainder form consistency conditions. We
ultimately conclude that
δǫA
(p) =
p∑
n=0
en(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→p(ǫ¯Γa1→pθ)
+
p∑
n=1
fnx
a1(dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→p(ǫ¯Γa1→pdθ)
+
p−1∑
n=1
gnx
a1(dxa)2→n(ǫ¯Γan+1dθ)(Ka)n+2→pKa1→p
+
p−1∑
n=1
hnx
a1(dxa)2→n(ǫ¯Γan+1θ)(Ka)n+2→pdKa1→p
+
p−1∑
n=0
kn(dx
a)1→n(ǫ¯Γan+1θ)(Ka)n+2→pKa1→p (4.11)
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with
e0 =
1
(1 + p)(1 + 2p)
, (4.12)
fn = bn + (−1)p+1(2p− 2n+ 1)en n = 1, 2, . . . , p (4.13)
gn = i(n− p)bn + inbn+1 − i(−1)p(2p− 2n+ 1)en
+
(−1)n+p
n− p hn +
i(−1)pp!
(p− n)!(n + 1)! n = 1, 2, . . . , p− 1 (4.14)
kn = i(−1)nbn+1 + i(−1)p−nen + (−1)
p
p− nhn −
i(−1)p+np!
(p− n)!(n + 1)! n = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1 .
(4.15)
And so we have now derived an expression for δǫA
(p) in terms of 3p−1 arbitrary constants
of integration: b1, b2, . . . , bp, h1, h2, . . . , hp−1, e1, e2, . . . ep .
5 Computing [δǫ2, δǫ1]A
(p)
We now wish to determine [δǫ2 , δǫ1]A
(p), the commutator of two supersymmetry trans-
formation of A(p). Proceeding directly by taking a second variation of the expression
(4.11) – where the constants are subject to (4.12)-(4.15) – we obtain the following result:
[δǫ2 , δǫ1]A
(p) = 2
p−1∑
n=1
hnx
a1(dxa)2→n(ǫ¯1Γ
an+1ǫ2)(K
a)n+2→pdKa1→p (1)
+ 2
p−1∑
n=0
kn(dx
a)1→n(ǫ¯1Γ
an+1ǫ2)(K
a)n+2→pKa1→p (2)
+ 2
p∑
n=0
en(dx
a)1→n(Ka)n+1→p(ǫ¯1Γa1→pǫ2) (3)
+ 2
p∑
n=2
(
(n− 1)fn + (n− p− 1)fn−1 + ign−1
)
xa1dMa2ǫ[2(dx
a)3→n(Ka)n+1→pδǫ1]Ka1→p (4)
+ 2
p∑
n=1
(
nen + (n− p− 1)en−1
)
dMa1ǫ[2(dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→p(ǫ¯1]Γa1→pθ) (5)
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+ 2
p∑
n=1
(
fn − i(−1)nkn−1
)
Ma1ǫ[2(dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→pδǫ1]Ka1→p (6)
+ 2
p∑
n=2
i(−1)n+1hn−1Ma1ǫ[2Ma2ǫ1](dxa)3→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p (7)
+ 2
p∑
n=2
(
− ign−1 − i(n− 1)(−1)nkn−1 + i(n− p− 1)(−1)nkn−2
)
×Ma1ǫ[2dMa2ǫ1](dxa)3→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p (8)
+ 2
p∑
n=3
(
i(−1)n(n− 2)hn−1 − i(−1)n(n− p− 1)hn−2
)
× xa1Ma2ǫ[2dMa3ǫ1](dxa)4→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p (9)
where the square brackets indicate anti-symmetrisation. For clarity it should be noted
that the above expression is the result of a direct calculation starting with (4.11), and we
have merely reordered the various factors, performed a change of variables in some of the
summations and collected terms together. No gamma matrix identities were used. For
ease of reference we have labelled each line of the above result. Note that all terms that
appear in this result come in one of two types: type 1 terms – lines (1), (2) and (3) –
containing (ǫ¯1Γ
aǫ2) or (ǫ¯1Γa1→pǫ2) factors; and type 2 terms – lines (4) to (9) – where ǫ1
and ǫ2 are not both contracted with Γa1→p or the same gamma matrix.
So that the supersymmetry transformation A(p) provides us with a realisation of an
enlarged supersymmetry algebra, we must eliminate all terms of type 2 – these cannot
be interpreted as coming from a commutator [ǫ1
αQα, ǫ2
βQβ ]. This involves fixing some of
the 3p− 1 arbitrary integration constants. The procedure used for fixing the constants is
quite involved due to the fact that many (but not all) of the type 1 and type 2 terms are
related through the gamma matrix identities (1.7).
To begin this process we start by listing all of the gamma matrix identities relating
the type 1 and type 2 terms, keeping in mind that the supersymmetric parameters ǫ1 and
ǫ2 must appear in an antisymmetric combination. These are:
(θ¯Γa1dθ)(ǫ¯1Γa1→pǫ2) + (ǫ¯1Γ
a1ǫ2)(θ¯Γa1→pdθ)
+ 2(ǫ¯[1Γ
a1dθ)(ǫ¯2]Γa1→pθ)− 2(ǫ¯[1Γa1θ)(ǫ¯2]Γa1→pdθ) = 0 , (5.1)
2(θ¯Γa1dθ)(ǫ¯[1Γ
a2θ)(ǫ¯2]Γa1→pdθ) + (ǫ¯[1Γ
a1θ)(ǫ¯2]Γ
a2θ)(dθ¯Γa1→pdθ)
− 2(ǫ¯[1Γa1θ)(ǫ¯2]Γa2dθ)(θ¯Γa1→pdθ) + (ǫ¯[1Γa1θ)(dθ¯Γa2dθ)(ǫ¯2]Γa1→pdθ) = 0 , (5.2)
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and
(dθ¯Γa1dθ)(ǫ¯1Γa1→pǫ2) + (ǫ¯1Γ
a1ǫ2)(dθ¯Γa1→pdθ) − 4(ǫ¯[1Γa1dθ)(ǫ¯2]Γa1→pdθ) = 0 . (5.3)
By carefully examining these identities and the terms appearing in our expression
for [δǫ2 , δǫ1]A
(p), we notice that none of the identities may be used to completely remove
the type 2 terms appearing on lines (7) or (8) in favour of type 1 terms. That is, any
application of an identity to the terms appearing in lines (7) or (8) will necessarily result
in the appearance of other type 2 terms. We are therefore required to set the coefficients
of these terms to zero if we wish to fully eliminate all type 2 terms. Explicitly this means
setting
hn = 0 n = 1, . . . , p− 1 (5.4)
gn + n(−1)n+1kn + (n− p)(−1)nkn−1 = 0 n = 1, . . . , p− 1 . (5.5)
These, along with the expressions for gn and kn, (4.14) and (4.15), lead to the recurrence
relation:
en+1 =
1
2p− n
(
(p− n− 1)en + p!
(p− n)!(n + 1)!
)
n = 0, . . . , p− 2 . (5.6)
Thus we have now fixed 2(p − 1) of the 3p − 1 arbitrary constants appearing in our
expression for δǫA
(p). More explicitly, the constants h1, h2, . . . , hp−1, e1, e2, . . . , ep−1 are
now fixed and only b1, b2, . . . , bp and ep remain arbitrary. Notice that the vanishing of all
of the constants hn also ensures that all type 2 terms appearing on line (9) vanish.
Having fixed these constants we now turn our attention to the type 2 terms appearing
on lines (5) and (6). The coefficients for n = 1, 2 . . . , p − 1 appearing on line (5), and
the coefficients for n = 1, 2 . . . , p appearing on line (6) are already fixed, since they are
completely independent of the remaining arbitrary constants. It follows that the type 2
terms appearing on lines (5) and (6) can only be eliminated through the gamma matrix
identity (5.1), and this is only possible provided the following constraint is satisfied:
nen + (n− p− 1)en−1 = (−1)p(fn − i(−1)nkn−1) n = 1, 2, . . . p . (5.7)
One can readily check that this expression already holds for n = 1, 2, . . . , p − 1 due
to (4.13), (4.15) and (5.6). We must further insist that it holds for n = p (otherwise
additional type 2 terms will remain or be generated), thus fixing the constant ep. This
extends the validity of the recurrence relation (5.6) to include the case n = p− 1.
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The only remaining type 2 terms occur on line (4), the coefficients of which are now
completely fixed. These terms must therefore be recast into type 1 terms by usage of the
identity (5.3).
After some simplification, all of this leaves us with the following result:
[δǫ2 , δǫ1]A
(p) = d
[
p∑
n=1
wnx
a1(dxa)2→n(Ka)n+1→p
]
(ǫ¯1Γa1→pǫ2)
− 2(ǫ¯1Γa1ǫ2)
[
p∑
n=1
un(dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p +
p∑
n=2
vnx
a2(dxa)3→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p
]
(5.8)
with
un = (−1)p i
2
(
3p!
n!(p− n + 1)! − (2p− 2n+ 1)en − 3en−1 − 2(−1)
pbn
)
n = 1, . . . , p ,
(5.9)
vn =
i
4
(
p!
n!(p− n + 1)! + (2p− 2n+ 1)(n− 1)en − (2p− 2n+ 3)(p− n+ 2)en−1
)
n = 2, . . . , p , (5.10)
wn =
(
3p+ 2(p− n)2 + 1
2p− n
)
en − p!
(2p− n)n!(p− n)! n = 1, . . . , p , (5.11)
where b1, b2, . . . , bp are arbitrary constants and the en are given by the recurrence relation:
e0 =
1
(p+ 1)(2p+ 1)
(5.12)
en+1 =
1
2p− n
(
(p− n− 1)en + p!
(p− n)!(n+ 1)!
)
n = 0, . . . , p− 1 . (5.13)
6 Computing the algebra
If we use δǫ = ǫ
αQα and require that (5.8) be consistent with an enlargement of the
supersymmetry algebra of the form [9]
{Qα, Qβ} = −2(CΓa)αβPa + (CΓa1→p)αβZa1→p0 (6.1)
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where Z
a1→p
0 = Z
a1a2···ap
0 is a bosonic charge
7 completely antisymmetric in its indices, we
infer that as on operator relation in “(x, θ, A) space”,
Pa1A
(p) =
p∑
n=1
un(dx
a)2→n(Ka)n+1→pKa1→p +
p∑
n=2
vnx
a2(dxa)3→n(Ka)n+1→pdKa1→p
(6.2)
and
Z
a1→p
0 A
(p) = d
[
p∑
n=1
wnx
[a1(dxa)2→n(Ka])n+1→p
]
. (6.3)
We are now in a position to systematically determine the rest of the algebra. For
example, by applying8 Pa to (4.11) with its constants subject to (4.13)-(4.15), (5.4),
(5.12) and (5.13), and by computing the supersymmetry transformation of (6.2) and
using δǫ = ǫ
αQα, we find, after extensive simplification and employing (4.3), that
[Qα, Pb]A
(p) = −1
2
(CΓba1→p−1)αβd
[
p∑
n=1
iwn(dx
[a)1→n−1(Ka])n→p−1θβ
+
p∑
n=2
znx
[a1(dxa)2→n−1(Ka])n→p−1dθβ
]
(6.4)
where
zn = (−1)p−1
(
iwn(n− 1)− iwn−1(p− n+ 1)
)
n = 2, . . . , p . (6.5)
This leads us to introduce a fermionic charge Z
a2→pβ
1 , antisymmetric in its Lorentz indices,
defined9 via
[Qα, Pb] = (CΓba2→p)αβZ
a2→pβ
1 (6.6)
where
Z
a1→p−1β
1 A
(p) = −1
2
d
[
p∑
n=1
iwn(dx
a)1→n−1(Ka])n→p−1θβ
+
p∑
n=2
znx
[a1(dxa)2→n−1(Ka])n→p−1dθβ
]
. (6.7)
7The subscript “0” appears on this charge since we anticipate that the entire algebra will involve p+1
charges. The subscript is chosen so that it ‘counts’ the number of spinor indices carried by the change.
8Compatibility of [δǫ2 , δǫ1 ]x
a = 2i(ǫ¯1Γ
aǫ2) with the algebra requires Pax
b = −iδba.
9There is always the freedom to re-scale any of the charges we introduce. Throughout this paper we
choose scales so that our algebra is consistent with our previous work.
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Similarly, computing the supersymmetry transformation of (6.3), using δǫ = ǫ
αQα,
and assuming that xa and θα are inert under the action of the charges10 we find
[Qα, Z
ba2→p
0 ]A
(p) = −2(CΓ[b)αβZa2→p]β1 A(p) . (6.8)
By computing the supersymmetry transformation of (6.7), we find
[Qα, Z
ba1→p−2β
1 ]A
(p) = −1
2
(CΓ[b)λγd
[
p−1∑
n=1
(−1)pwn(dxa)1→n−1(Ka])n→p−2θλdθγ
]
δβα
− 1
2
(CΓ[b)αγd
[
p∑
n=2
2izn(dx
a)1→n−2(Ka])n−1→p−2θ(γdθβ)
+
p∑
n=3
(−1)p
(
izn(n− 2)− izn−1(p− n+ 1)
)
x[a1(dxa)2→n−2(Ka])n−1→p−2dθγdθβ
]
. (6.9)
We also find that the application of Pa to (6.3) yields
[Pb, Z
cda1→p−2
0 ]A
(p) = −δ[cb (CΓd)αβd
[
p−1∑
n=1
(−1)pwn(dxa)1→n−1(Ka])n→p−2θαdθβ
]
. (6.10)
Thus we are lead to introduce a bosonic charge Z
a1→p−2αβ
2 , antisymmetric in its Lorentz
indices and symmetric in its spinor indices, such that
[Qα, Z
ba1→p−2β
1 ] = −
1
2
(CΓ[b)λγZ
a1→p−2]λγ
2 δ
β
α − 4(CΓ[b)αγZa1→p−2]γβ2 (6.11)
and
[Pb, Z
cda1→p−2
0 ] = −δ[cb (CΓd)αβZa1→p−2]αβ2 (6.12)
where
Z
a1→p−2αβ
2 A
(p) =
1
8
d
[
p∑
n=2
2izn(dx
[a)1→n−2(Ka])n−1→p−2θ(αdθβ)
+
p∑
n=3
(−1)p
(
izn(n− 2)− izn−1(p− n+ 1)
)
x[a1(dxa)2→n−2(Ka])n−1→p−2dθαdθβ
]
. (6.13)
The only non-trivial step here is establishing that, for Z
a1→p−2αβ
2 A
(p) as given in (6.13),
the following holds:
(CΓ[b)αβZ
a1→p−2]αβ
2 A
(p) = (CΓ[b)αβd
[
p−1∑
n=1
(−1)pwn(dxa)1→n−1(Ka])n→p−2θαdθβ
]
(6.14)
10An assumption which is extended to all of the Z charges in what follows.
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which requires recognising that for 3 ≤ n ≤ p
d
[
x[a1(dxa)2→n−2(Ka)n−1→p−2dKb]
]
=
(−1)p
p− n+ 1d
[
(dx[a)1→n−2(Ka)n−1→p−2Kb]
]
(6.15)
and showing that both of the following are satisfied
i(−1)p−18w1 = 2z2 (6.16)
i(−1)p−18wn−1 = 2p− n
p− n+ 1zn − zn−1 3 ≤ n ≤ p . (6.17)
The application of Pa to expression (6.2) immediately leads to the following expression:
[Pb, Pc]A
(p) =
p∑
n=2
2ivn(dx
a)1→n−2(Ka)n−1→p−2dKbca1→p−2 . (6.18)
By utilising (3.2) and (3.5), and by establishing
2iv2 =
i
4
(−1)p(p− 1)z2 (6.19)
2ivn =
i
8
(−1)p((2p− n)zn − (p− n+ 1)zn−1) 3 ≤ n ≤ p , (6.20)
it can be demonstrated that Z
a1→p−2αβ
2 A
(p) as given in (6.13) satisfies
(CΓbca1→p−2)αβZ
a1→p−2αβ
2 A
(p) =
p∑
n=2
2ivn(dx
a)1→n−2(Ka)n−1→p−2dKbca1→p−2 , (6.21)
from which it immediately follows that
[Pb, Pc]A
(p) = (CΓbca3→p)αβZ
a3→pαβ
2 A
(p) . (6.22)
Determining the remainder of the algebra is relatively straight forward, although cal-
culational intensive. In what follows we present the broad outline of the calculation,
giving only the important results.
By scrutinising what has been done so far, a clear pattern presents itself. When
we repeat the procedures given above a set of charges Z
a1→p−kα1→k
k emerges, where 1 ≤
k ≤ p. The charge Za1→p−kα1→kk carries a parity of k mod 2, is antisymmetric in its p− k
Lorentz indices and symmetric in its k spinor indices. Based on the pattern and the above
experience, we establish the remainder of the algebra by postulating that the action of
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these charges on A(p) is of the form
Z
a1→p−kα1→k
k A
(p) = Jkd
[
p∑
n=k
Lk,n(dx
[a)1→n−k(Ka])n−k+1→p−kθ(α1(dθα))2→k
+
p∑
n=k+1
Mk,nx
[a1(dxa)2→n−k(Ka])n−k+1→p−k(dθα)1→k
]
1 ≤ k ≤ p (6.23)
with
Mk,n =
(−1)p−k
k
(
Lk,n(n− k)− Lk,n−1(p− n+ 1)
)
k + 1 ≤ n ≤ p , 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1
(6.24)
and satisfy the following (anti)commutation relations11
[Pb, Z
cda3→p−kα1→k
k }A(p) = −δ[cb (CΓd)λγZa3→p−k]λγα1→kk+2 A(p) 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 2 (6.25)
[Qβ, Z
ba2→p−kµα2→k
k }A(p) = sk(CΓ[b)λγZa2→p−k ]λγ(α2→kk+1 δµ)β A(p)
+ tk(CΓ
[b)βγZ
a2→p−k ]γµα2→k
k+1 A
(p) 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (6.26)
where Jk, Lk,n, sk and tk are a collection of constants. Our previous expressions certainly
take the above form with
J1 = −1
2
, J2 =
1
8
, L1,n = iwn , L2,n = 2izn , s1 = −1
2
, t1 = −4 . (6.27)
We can now proceed inductively and establish that the postulated actions above are
indeed correct where:
Lk+1,n = i(k + 1)Mk,n k + 1 ≤ n ≤ p , 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (6.28)
sk =
kJk
Jk−1
, 2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (6.29)
tk =
Jk
Jk+1
, 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (6.30)
and
(−1)p−k
(
tk
sk
)
Lk,k =
2p− k − 1
p− k Mk,k+1 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (6.31)
(−1)p−k
(
tk
sk
)
Lk,n−1 =
2p− n
p− n + 1Mk,n −Mk,n−1 k + 2 ≤ n ≤ p , 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 2 .
(6.32)
11We adopt the graded commutator notation [X,Y } = XY − (−1)ε(X)ε(Y )Y X , where ε(X), for ex-
ample, denotes the parity of X .
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The last two expressions are the generalisations of equations (6.16) and (6.17), many of
which may be viewed as consistency conditions. As with our previous calculations, the
only non-trivial step in the inductive procedure is in establishing that a generalization of
identity (6.14) holds. More specifically, we are required to demonstrate
(CΓ[b)λγZ
a1→p−k−1λγα1→k−1
k+1 A
(p) =
Jk
sk
(CΓ[b)λγ
× d
[
p∑
n=k+1
(−1)p−kiLk,n−1(dxa)1→n−k−1(Ka])n−k→p−k−1θλdθγ(dθα)1→k−1
]
, (6.33)
which involves using identities (6.31) and (6.32) and the following generalisation of identity
(6.15)
d
[
x[a1(dxa)2→n−k−1(Ka)n−k→p−k−1dKb]
]
=
(−1)p−k−1
p− n+ 1 d
[
(dx[a)1→n−k−1(Ka)n−k→p−k−1Kb]
]
k + 2 ≤ n ≤ p , 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 2 ,
(6.34)
in addition to the identity12
(CΓ[b)λγd
[
(dxa)1→n−k−1(Ka])n−k→p−k−1θ(λdθγ(dθα))1→k−1
]
=
2p− 2n+ k + 1
(p− n+ 1)(k + 1)
×(CΓ[b)λγd
[
(dxa)1→n−k−1(Ka])n−k→p−k−1θλdθγ(dθα)1→k−1
]
k+1 ≤ n ≤ p , 1 ≤ k ≤ p−1 .
(6.35)
At this stage our task is effectively complete since we have determined the entire
algebra for all valid p, and we have obtained expressions for the action of the charges
on A(p). Using a computer it is a trivial matter to implement the recursion relations to
determine the constants Lk,n, Jk, tk and sk and check that the consistency conditions
hold. Quite remarkably, in doing so, we find that although the constants Lk,n depend
on the value of p, the constants Jk, tk and sk are completely p independent. Expressions
(6.27) provide an example of this.
Although we are unable to directly establish closed form (i.e. non-recursive) expres-
sions for the constants Lk,n, we are able to do so for Jk, tk and sk. This is achieved by
12Note the symmetrisation of the spinor indices.
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exploiting the Jacobi identities. In particular we focus on the following set:
[Qβ, [Qν , Zk}} + [Qν , [Qβ , Zk}} + [Zk, [Qβ, Qν}} = 0 (6.36)
where Zk is a charge with spacetime and spinor indices suppressed.
Using (6.1), (6.25) and (6.26), we find that the Jacobi identities (6.36) with 1 ≤ k ≤
p− 2 become(
2tksk+1
k + 1
− 2
)
(CΓ[b)νβ(CΓ
c)λγZ
a3→p−k ]λγµα2→k
k+2
− 2
(
ktksk+1
k + 1
+
2sksk+1
k + 1
− tk+1sk
)
(CΓ[b)λγ(CΓ
c)ρ(βZ
a3→p−k ]λγρ(α2→k
k+2 δ
µ)
ν) = 0 , (6.37)
where the coefficients appearing on each line should vanish identically. The coefficient on
the first line is already known to vanish by combining (6.29) and (6.30). The vanishing
of the coefficient on the second line provides us with a new relationship between st and
tk, which can be rearranged to become:
tk+1
sk+1
=
k
k + 1
tk
sk
+
2
k + 1
1 ≤ k ≤ p− 2 . (6.38)
This expression is clearly a recurrence relation in the ratio tk/sk, which, together with
the knowledge t1/s1 = 8 from (6.27), yields the following solution
tk
sk
=
6 + 2k
k
1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 . (6.39)
Together with (6.29), (6.30) and (6.27), it then follows that
J1 = −1
2
, J2 =
1
8
, Jk+1 =
Jk−1
6 + 2k
2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (6.40)
which is readily solved to give:
Jk =
4
(
1 + (−1)k)+ 3√π(− 1 + (−1)k)
2k+3 Γ
(
2 + k
2
) 1 ≤ k ≤ p (6.41)
where here Γ is the Euler gamma function. Using this solution along with (6.29) and
(6.30), we find the constants sk and tk, with 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, are given by
sk =
k tk
6 + 2k
, tk = −
2
(
4(1 + (−1)k) + 3√π(−1 + (−1)k))Γ(5+k
2
)
(4(−1 + (−1)k) + 3√π(1 + (−1)k)) Γ(4+k
2
) . (6.42)
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7 The general algebra for all valid p
Here we summarize our final results regarding the enlarged superalgebras underlying
p-brane actions. Our results hold for any combination of spacetime dimension and p for
which the identity (1.7) is valid, namely for the “p-brane scan” in Table 1.
A total of p+1 additional charges Z make an appearance in the algebra. The notation
Z
a1→p−kα1→k
k indicates that the charge is carrying p − k antisymmetrized Lorentz indices
ai, k symmetrized spinor indices αi, and a parity of k mod 2.
The algebra is13:
[Qα, Qβ} = −2(CΓa)αβPa + (CΓa1→p)αβZa1→p0
[Qα, Pb} = (CΓba2→p)αβZa2→pβ1
[Pb, Pc} = (CΓbca3→p)αβZa3→pαβ2
[Qα, Z
ba2→p
0 } = −2(CΓ[b)αβZa2→p]β1
[Pb, Z
cda3→p−kα1→k
k } = −δ[cb (CΓd)λγZa3→p−k]λγα1→kk+2 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 2
[Qβ, Z
ba2→p−kµα2→k
k } = sk(CΓ[b)λγZa2→p−k ]λγ(α2→kk+1 δµ)β
+ tk(CΓ
[b)βγZ
a2→p−k ]γµα2→k
k+1 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1
where the constants sk and tk, with 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, are given by
sk =
k tk
6 + 2k
, tk = −
2
(
4(1 + (−1)k) + 3√π(−1 + (−1)k))Γ(5+k
2
)
(4(−1 + (−1)k) + 3√π(1 + (−1)k)) Γ(4+k
2
) (7.1)
with Γ the Euler gamma function.
With appropriate rescaling of generators, the general algebra given above incorporates,
as special cases, all of the known algebras from p = 1 to p = 5, which are all separately
displayed in [20] (which come from [13] and [17] for p = 1, [13] for p = 2 and p = 3,
and have been derived for the cases p = 4 and p = 5 from an ansatz for Maurer-Cartan
equations appearing in [17]). Additionally, taking into account notational differences, the
right hand sides of our expressions (6.3) and (6.23) – where the constants are given by
(5.11)-(5.13), (6.27), (6.28) and (6.41) – reproduces the p = 1 to p = 5 Noether charges
constructed in [20] (up to a different choice of normalization). Previously, all of these
results were determined on a case by case basis – here we have given a general expression
applicable to any valid value of p.
13Note that there are no generators Zk for k > p and so the p = 1 algebra is recovered by formally
setting the Z2 generator to zero.
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8 Computing F (p+1)
Having determined a compact expression for the entire algebra for arbitrary p, we can
now derive an expression for F (p+1) = dA(p) − b(p+1) using a coset construction based
on the enlarged superalgebra. This generalises earlier constructions for supersymmetric
p-brane Wess-Zumino terms for specific values of p [11, 12, 13, 14, 17].
We begin by introducing the following coset parametrisation
Ω(x, θ, y) = exp
{
i
(
xaPa + θ
αQα +
p∑
k=0
yka1→p−kα1→kZ
a1→p−kα1→k
k
)}
, (8.1)
where (xa, θα, y0a1→p , y
1
a1→p−1α1
, . . . , ypα1→p) are the extended superspace coordinates. Trans-
formations of these coordinates are determined by considering the left action of group
elements g on Ω(x, θ, y), specifically14:
g = exp (iǫαQα) , g = exp (ic
aPa) , g = exp
(
ihka1→p−kα1→kZ
a1→p−kα1→k
k
)
(8.2)
which, respectively, correspond to supersymmetry transformations with parameter ǫα,
translations with parameter ca, and a “Zk transformation” with parameter h
k (having
suppressed spacetime and spinor indices).
From the resulting extended superspace coordinate transformations, consistency with
the algebra, and our earlier use of δǫ = ǫ
αQα, we infer that as operators generating
infinitesimal translations and Zk transformations,
δc = ic
aPa and δhk = i
k+1hka1→p−kα1→kZ
a1→p−kα1→k
k . (8.3)
Additionally, it is not difficult to establish that for an infinitesimal Zk transformation
with parameter hk, the extended superspace coordinates xa and θα are inert and
δhky
m
a1→p−mα1→m
∣∣∣ = δkmhka1→p−kα1→k (8.4)
with 0 ≤ m ≤ p, where δkm on the right hand side is the Kronecker delta. Here we have
introduced the notation | to denote the act of setting all enlarged superspace coordinates
to zero: xa = 0, θα = 0, and ym = 0 for 0 ≤ m ≤ p. For later use we note that (6.3) and
14With respect to the k index appearing on Zk, y
k and hk, all summations will be made explicit.
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(6.23) now yield
δh0A
(p)
∣∣∣ = ih0a1→pZa1→p0 A(p)∣∣∣ = iwph0a1→p(dxa)1→p (8.5)
δhkA
(p)
∣∣∣ = ik+1hka1→p−kα1→kZa1→p−kα1→kk A(p)
∣∣∣
= ik+1Jk
[
(−1)p−kLk,p +Mk,p
]
hka1→p−kα1→k(dx
a)1→p−k(dθα)1→k 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1
(8.6)
δhpA
(p)
∣∣∣ = ip+1hpα1→pZα1→pp A(p)∣∣∣ = ip+1JpLp,phpα1→p(dθα)1→p . (8.7)
By examining the form of the infinitesimal enlarged superspace coordinate transfor-
mations which result from (8.2), and given the known effect of the generators Pa and Zk
on A(p), (6.3) and (6.23), and having only a small collection of possible forms from which
it can be constructed, we can readily infer that, when written explicitly in terms of the
enlarged superspace coordinates, A(p) must have the form
A(p) =
p∑
m=0
p−m∑
n=0
an,my
m
a1→p−mα1→m
(dxa)1→n(Ka)n+1→p−m(dθα)1→m + · · · (8.8)
Here an,m is a collection of constants and the ellipsis indicate additional terms which do
not contribute to the following expressions :
δhkA
(p)
∣∣∣ = ap−k,khka1→p−kα1→k(dxa)1→p−k(dθα)1→k , (8.9)
and
dA(p)
∣∣∣ = p∑
m=0
ap−m,mdy
m
a1→p−mα1→m
(dxa)1→p−m(dθα)1→m . (8.10)
Comparing (8.9) with (8.5)-(8.7) we can read off the constants ap−k,k:
ap,0 = iwp (8.11)
ap−k,k =
ik+1(−1)p−kJk
k
(
pLk,p − Lk,p−1
)
1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 (8.12)
a0,p = i
p+1JpLp,p . (8.13)
Returning to the coset parametrisation (8.1), we note that corresponding Maurer-
Cartan forms are
Ω(x, θ, y)−1dΩ(x, θ, y) = i
(
EaPa + E
αQα +
p∑
k=0
Eka1→p−kα1→kZ
a1→p−kα1→k
k
)
(8.14)
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and it is not difficult to establish that
Ea
∣∣∣ = dxa , Eα∣∣∣ = dθα , Ek∣∣∣ = dyka1→p−kα1→k . (8.15)
Since F (p+1) = dA(p) − b(p+1), it follows that
F (p+1)
∣∣∣ = dA(p)∣∣∣ = p∑
m=0
ap−m,mdy
m
a1→p−mα1→m
(dxa)1→p−m(dθα)1→m (8.16)
because b(p+1)
∣∣ = 0, which is readily deduced from (3.9).
Finally, since F (p+1) is, by construction, invariant under supersymmetry transforma-
tions, it must be constructed from the Maurer-Cartan forms and we ultimately conclude
that
F (p+1) =
p∑
k=0
ap−k,kE
k
a1→p−kα1→k
(Ea)1→p−k(Eα)1→k (8.17)
where the constants ap−k,k are given by (8.11)-(8.13).
Explicitly we find, for example, that the above result yields the following expressions:
F (3) = 2i
3
E0abE
aEb − 3i
5
E1aαE
aEα − 2i
15
E2αβE
αEβ (8.18)
F (4) = i
2
E0abcE
aEbEc +
87i
140
E1abαE
aEbEα − 9i
35
E2aαβE
aEαEβ − 3i
35
E3αβγE
αEβEγ (8.19)
F (5) = 2i
5
E0abcdE
aEbEcEd − 13i
21
E1abcαE
aEbEcEα − 38i
105
E2abαβE
aEbEαEβ
+
8i
35
E3aαβγE
aEαEβEγ +
4i
105
E4αβγλE
αEβEγEλ (8.20)
F (6) = i
3
E0abcdeE
aEbEcEdEe +
281i
462
E1abcdαE
aEbEcEdEα − 104i
231
E2abcαβE
aEbEcEαEβ
− 94i
231
E3abαβγE
aEbEαEβEγ +
10i
77
E4aαβγλE
aEαEβEγEλ
+
8i
231
E5αβγλρE
aEαEβEγEλEρ . (8.21)
Taking into account notational differences, F (3) coincides with that given in [13]. The
general expression for F (p+1) above reproduces F (3) and F (4) from our earlier work [16],
and extends the known results to all valid p > 3.
24
9 Conclusions
In this paper, we have used the integrability of the supersymmetry transformations
assigned to A(p) in solving the cohomology problem
h(p+2) = db(p+1), δǫb
(p+1) = dδǫA
(p) , (9.1)
to determine the superalgebras underlying p-brane actions for arbitrary values of p. Previ-
ously, these algebras have been derived on a case by case basis using a number of different
techniques. The advantage of our approach is that is systematic and can be implemented
for all values of p in a single calculation. We have used the final compact expression for
the superalgebras to obtain expressions for F (p+1) = dA(p) − b(p+1), extending the known
results to all valid p.
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